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SUMMARY
Measurements of the local heat transfer and pressure distribution
have been made on six 2-inch-diameter, blunt, axially symmetric bodies
in the Langley gas dynamics laboratory at a Mach number of 4.95 and at
Reynolds numbers per foot up to 81 X 106 • During the investigation
laminar flow was observed over a hemispherical-nosed body having a sur-
face finish from i0 to 20 microinches at the highest test Reynolds num-
ber per foot (for this configuration) of 77.4 x 106. Though it was
repeatedly possible to measure completely laminar flow at this Reynolds
number for the hemisphere, it was not possible to observe completely
laminar flow on the flat-nosed body for similar conditions. The signif-
icance of this phenomenon is obscured by the observation that the effects
of particle impacts on the surface in causing roughness were more pro-
nounced on the flat-nosed body. For engineering purposes, a method
developed by M. Richard Dennison while employed by Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation appears to be a reasonable procedure for estimating turbu-
lent heat transfer provided transition occurs at a forward location on
the body. For rearward-transition locations, the method is much poorer
for the hemispherical nose than for the flat nose.
The pressures measured on the hemisphere agreed very well with those
of the modified Newtonian theory, whereas the pressures on all other
bodies, except on the flat-nosed body, were bracketed by modified
Newtonian theory both with and without centrifugal forces. For the hemi-
sphere, the stagnation-point velocity gradient agreed very well with
Newtonian theory. The stagnation-point velocity gradient for the flat-
nosed model was 0.31 of the value for the hemispherical-nosed model. If
a Newtonian type of flow is assumed, the ratio 0.31 will be independent
of Mach number and real-gas effects.
INTRODUCTION
In recent years, the blunt reentry body has been the subject of
extensive research, both experimental and theoretical. This research
has been directed toward a better understanding of the flow so that more
exact meansfor predicting and, hence, redu_ing the heat transfer to
such bodies could be established. The problem of establishing the heat
transfer to an arbitrary blunt body in axially symmetric flow usually
divides into the study of two different flo_s: an external inviscid
flow and a boundary-layer flow.
The status of the inviscid-flow problem (refs. i and 2) indicates
that rapid progress has recently been accomplished in accurately pre-
dicting flow fields about blunt bodies with detached shocks. For several
assumedshock shapes, the flow fields about corresponding bodies of physi-
cal interest have been computed. (See refso 2 to 4.) In principle,
therefore, if the proper shock shape can be deduced for an arbitrary
body, the remainder of the flow field can b,_established. For the hemi-
sphere, the experimental confirmation of th_ method outlined in refer-
ence 2 is excellent. In examining the comp_risons shownin reference 2,
it should be noted that for a Machnumberof 5.8 the modified Newtonian
theory would agree equally well. Hence, moiTeexperimental pressure infor-
mation is required to establish the accurac/ of the methods of references 2
to 4 for blunter bodies where such simplified procedures as the modified
Newtonian theory are inadequate.
Oncethe external flow field has been _stablished, the accuracy with
which the heat transfer can be evaluated de_endsupon whether the boundary-
layer flow is laminar or turbulent and upon when and where transition might
occur. For the purely laminar-flow case, the method of reference 5 for the
stagnation point coupled with the methods o_ references 6 and 7 predict,
in general, the heat-transfer distribution _roundblunt bodies. For the
turbulent-flow case, manychoices of approxhnate methods exist (for example,
refs. 8 to I0, with additional references i_ ref. i0, and a method devel-
oped by M. Richard Dennison while employed _y the Missile SystemsDivision
of Lockheed Aircraft Corporation in a paper not generally available), but
the limits on each method have yet to be tangibly established. Hence, a
reasonably reliable unified method for the _urbulent-flow case is still
lacking. In regard to the transition probl_m on blunt bodies, incompres-
sible stability calculations (ref. ii) for _ hemisphere indicate that, at
least in the vicinity of the stagnation point, the boundary layer is stable
for Reynolds numbersof practical concern. Whether this is the case for
either subsonic or supersonic flow remains _o be proved, inasmuchas
data exist (for example, ref. 12) which ind_cate turbulent flow on blunt
bodies. The quantitative influence of rougsuuesson transition in these
results (ref. 12) is unestablished.
The purpose of the present paper is to present the results of meas-
urements of the local heat transfer and pressure distribution on six
2-inch-diameter, blunt, axially symmetric bodies in the Langley gas
dynamics laboratory at a Machnumber of 4.95 and at Reynolds numbers
per foot ranging from 12 x 106 to 81 x 106• Particular emphasis has
been given to the results obtained on a hemispherical nose and on a
flat nose.
SYMBOLS
An_Cn_n
at
Cp
Cp_t
cW
D
h
k
H
MZ
Mc_
arbitrary constants
stagnation-point speed of sound outside boundary layer
pressure coefficient,
P - Poo
stagnation-point pressure coefficient,
Pt - P_
i 2
specific heat of model-skin material
base diameter of model
heat-transfer coefficient
local thermal conductivity outside boundary layer
nominal Mach number
local Mach number
Mach number on jet center line
AM
NNu
Npr
NRe,D
NRe,s
incremental Mach number
Nusselt number_ hs/k
Prandtl number
free-stream Reynolds number,
local Reynolds number, pus
PJoP
PPt
Pt,_
P_
R
Rh
r
s
T
Tr
Tt,_
t
u
V
oo
x
Y
local pressure on model surface
stagnation-point pressure
free-stream stagnation pressure
free-stream static pressure
base radius of model
radius of hemisphere model
radius of curvature of outer surface measured in plane
including axis of symmetry, negative for convex bodies
distance along surface of model _aeasured from stagnation
point
temperature of model skin
recovery temperature
free-stream stagnation temperat_e
time
local velocity outside boundary i_ayer
free-stream velocity
distance parallel to axis of sy_letry measured from stag-
nation point (fig. l)
distance from axis of symmetry tc_ outer surface of model
(fig. I)
dummy variable
ratio of specific heats
acute angle between axis of symm_try and tangent to outer
surface
local viscosity outside boundary layer
free-stream viscosity
5P
Pt
Pw
P_
T
local density outside boundary layer
stagnation-point density outside boundary layer
density of model-skin material
free-stream static density
skin thickness
APPARATUS, TESTS, AND ME_HODS
Jet
The tests were conducted in a 9-inch-diameter blowdown jet installed
in the Langley gas dynamics laboratory. The circular nozzle was designed
by the method of characteristics and the ordinates were corrected for
boundary-layer growth by assuming a turbulent boundary layer. The cali-
brated Mach number in the test section is approximately 4.95 with a maxi-
mum deviation from this nominal value of about 0.04. The stagnation-
pressure range of the Jet when empty is 275 to 2,500 ib/sq in. with an
atmospheric discharge. Stagnation pressures as low as approximately
50 ib/sq in. can be obtained by discharging into an existing vacuum
system. The stagnation-temperature range of the Jet is from about 0° F
to 1,000 ° F; realistically, however, the lower temperature limit is set
by condensation of oxygen in the nozzle. This occurrence imposes a lower
limit of about 350 ° F at the higher pressures. Inasmuch as air to operate
this Jet is obtained from a 20,OO0-cubic-foot tank field at 5,000 ib/sq in.,
the duration of flow during a given test with atmospheric discharge can be
very long, up to about 20 minutes, even at the highest pressures.
Models and Instrumentation
Geometry.- Six different nose shapes (fig. i) were studied. These
shapes included a hemisphere, a flat disk, and a family of four shapes
having a prescribed Newtonian pressure distribution. The prescribed
pressure distribution was arbitrarily specified as
P---=I
P t - Cn(R)n
A pressure distribution of this form results in an increasingly favor-
able pressure gradient with distance. Furthermore, the choice of n _ 3
establishes zero cu_zature at the stagnation point, a factor conducive
6to low heat transfer. For the four model_ studied, the values of Cn
were as follows:
C4 = 0.586
C4 = 0.346
In each of the two general cases studied (that is, with n equal to 3
and 4), the larger of the Cn values corresponds to the vanishing of
the pressure coefficient at the model base. For a given value of n,
a lower value of C corresponds to a blunter body. (See fig. 1.) The
derivation of the body shapes to satisfy the prescribed pressure dis-
tribution is outlined in appendix A.
Pressure models.- Pressure models of all six nose shapes (fig. i)
were tested. All models had a base diameter of 2 inches and orifices
O.015 inch in diameter. The orifices were: located essentially in a
vertical plane on the upper half of the m(,del. In some instances it
was necessary, for clearance purposes, to stagger the orifices slightly
off the vertical plane. The pressure dat_ were initially recorded on
either laboratory-type gages or on a mercury manometer. During the data
analysis of the blunter models, however, zt became readily apparent that
more precise measurements were required t(, establish the velocity grad-
ients in the vicinity of the stagnation p(_int for comparison of the heat-
transfer data with theory. Accordingly, "_he flat-nosed model was retested
and the difference between stagnation-poimt pressure and any other pres-
sure along the body was recorded on a lO-_'oot butyl phthalate (specific
gravity approximately equal to 1.04) manolmter.
Heat-transfer models_ T = 0.030 inch - Two separate sets of heat-
transfer models were used. The first set consisted of all six shapes
(though only four were tested, that is, mc_dels with C3 = 0.356
and C4 = 0.346 were not tested) and had a nominal skin thickness of
0.030 inch. The actual thickness of each model varied from stagnation
point to base, with the variation amounti1_ to 0.015 inch in the worst
case. Hereinafter, this set will be designated as the 0.030 models.
The construction details of these models _rere of an exploratory nature.
The models consisted of a thin skin of t_e 303 stainless steel supported
on three pins located 120 ° apart near the outer edge of the skin. These
pins connected the skin to the sting support. Chromel-alumel thermo-
couples, the outputs of which were record._d on an 18-channel galvanometer,
were spot-welded to the inner surface of _he skin and were located on
the top half of the model in the plane of symmetry. After the thermo-
couples were installed, the interiors of _he models, between the skin
and sting, were filled with an insulating composition consisting primarily
of a light earthen material to which an additive had been mixed in order
7to harden the fill material. The fill material was required to support
the thin shells which were subjected to external pressures in excess of
150 ib/sq in. Unfortunately, heat transfer to the fill material, as
discussed in reference 13, had a significant effect on lowering the
apparent heat-transfer data. Based on rough estimates of the thermal
conductivity and specific heat of the fill material, the heat-transfer
data were lowered from perhaps i0 to 20 percent with the amount depending
on the heat-transfer coefficient_ that is, the larger the coefficient,
the larger the error. The magnitude of this drop was substantiated
qualitatively by means of tests of two additional models as will be dis-
cussed subsequently. Because of the uncertainty of the thermal conduc-
tivity of the fill material as well as the uncertainty of contact resistance
between the skin and the fill material, no attempt has been made to correct
the data. Hence, the data for the 0.030 models will be used solely to
establish the location of transition and for comparative purposes which
would be little affected by the fill-material problem.
The surface finish of these models was estimated by means of an
interference microscope. In general, at the start of the test program
the models had a background finish between 2 and 5 microinches, but in
all cases there were extensive polishing scratches between i0 and 20 micro-
inches. In addition, a significant amount of pitting of the surface
occurred during each test from impacts of particles in the airstream with
the model surface. In order to minimize the effects of these pits_ which
were between 0.002 and 0.005 inch in diameter, the models were polished
between tests to eliminate high spots and sharp edges around the pits.
No accurate measurements of the depth of the pits were made.
Heat-transfer models_ T = 0.060 inch.- The second set of heat-
transfer models used consisted of two nose shapes, a flat nose and a
hemispherical nose, and had a nominal skin thickness of 0.060 inch.
Hereinafter, this set will be designated as the 0.060 models. These
models were designed and constructed after the tests of the 0.030 models
were completed and the data partially analyzed. The skin thickness of
0.060 inch was selected as a compromise between structural and data-
reduction requirements. No fill material was used, and a vacuum was
maintained inside the models during the tests to eliminate the fill-
material problem. The contour of the new hemispherical-nosed model
extended beyond the 90o station. (See the dashed region in fig. I.)
For these models thermocouples were installed by drilling two small
holes normal to the model and pushing each lead of the thermocouple into
a separate hole. The holes were then filled with a material having
approximately the same product of density and specific heat as that of
the skin. The thermocouples were spiraled around the hemisphere; whereas
they alternated on each side of a vertical plane on the flat-nosed model.
Both of the 0.060 models were made of 17-4 PH stainless steel and
were hardened after machining to resist abrasion better. For these models
a background finish of about 2 microinches existed before the first tests.
8However, as in the case of the 0.030 models, there was extensive coverage
of scratches between i0 and 20 microinches. These scratches, by virtue
of the polishing procedure_ were undoubtedly depressions in the surface.
For these 0.060 models there was no polishing between tests with the
result that the models becamerougher with each test.
Installation
In general, two separate installaticns were used (fig. 2) - a fixed
support for the pressure models (fig. 2(a)) and a "push-in" side support
(figs. 2(b) and 3) for the heat-transfer models. The pressure models
were tested first. Difficulties in starting the jet with these blunt
bodies would not permit the use of the s_de support with the model
installed prior to the establishment of supersonic flow. (See fig. 2(b)
for installed location.) However, it was possible to makethe pressure
tests with the rather unorthodox support shownin figure 2(a).
For the heat-transfer tests the problem of starting the Jet was
eliminated by increasing the area of the second minimumand by inserting
the model into the test section after supersonic flow was established at
the proper stagnation conditions. In order to insert the model into the
jet, a vertical door (fig. 3) was lowered by meansof a pneumatic cylin-
der. During the lowering process, air irduced from the room choked the
jet. Whenthe vertical door was fully retracted, it triggered the push-
in cylinder (fig. 3) which inserted the Iodel into the test section in
less than 0.i second. Flow was reestablished almost immediately. In
order to minimize model pitting, the jet was shut downas soon as data
were obtained.
The repeat test of the flat-nosed plessure model using the butyl
phthalate manometerwas made (after completion of the heat-transfer tests)
by using the heat-transfer support and t_e test procedure for inserting
the heat-transfer model.
Test Conditi(ns
Pressure models.- The free-stream M_ch number for all tests was
4.95. For the initial set of pressure t_sts of the models, the stagna-
tion pressure ranged from a nominal value of 600 to 2,500 ib/sq in. at
a stagnation temperature of approximatel_ 375 ° F. For the repeat tests
of the flat-nosed model using the butyl ]_hthalate manometer, the stagnation
pressure ranged from 400 to 1,500 ib/sq In., though it should be noted
that a pressure of about 1,500 ib/sq in. was required to start the jet.
For the pressure tests the free-stream R_ynolds number ranged from
12.2 × 106 to 76.3 x 106 per foot or from 2.0 × 106 to 12.7 x 106 based
on body diameter. The specific conditions for each test are presented
in tables I and II.
Heat-transfer models.- In the heat-transfer tests of the models,
the stagnation pressure was varied from 1,000 to 2,500 ib/sq in., and
the stagnation temperature w_s either 400 ° F or 700 ° F. The free-stream
Reynolds number ranged from 18.5 x 106 to 72.5 x 106 per foot or from
3.1 x 106 to 12.1 x 106 based on body diameter. The specific conditions
for each test are specified in tables III and IV. With the exception of
one data point (which was obtained 0.7 second after obtaining the other
data for reasons discussed subsequently), all heat-transfer data pre-
sented were obtained about 0.4 second after the model was inserted into
the airstream. When the data were obtained, the model surface was essen-
tially isothermal at roughly ii0 ° F for the 400 ° F tests and at 150 ° F
for the 700 ° F tests. These temperatures correspond to wall-to-stream
stagnation-temperature ratios of 0.66 and 0.53, respectively, ratios
which are representative of the entire test program.
Data Reduction
Pressure models.- For the pressure models all data have been non-
dimensionalized in terms of the stagnation-point pressure. The flow
variables outside the boundary layer (required in the heat-transfer
analysis) have been evaluated from the measured pressures and the assump-
tion of isentropic flow behind the shock wave. Because any Reynolds num-
ber effects on the pressure distributions were within the limits of
accuracy of the results, a single curve was faired through all pressure
data for a given model and was used in evaluating the flow conditions
outside the boundary layer. In computing the velocity in the vicinity
of the stagnation point on the flat-nosed model, the formula
u =J2( - p) (I)
V PFc
was used in order to retain numerical accuracy in the data reduction.
The value of F c can be obtained from the relation
I(i MZ2) 7 Ii
Fc _ 2 + 7 - I 7-1 _
7Mz2 2
or, in its more usual expanded formj from
F c = i + _ MZ 2 + MZ 4 + . . . (M<
i0
/ Pt P \
In the vicinity of the stagnation point _I < 0.2 or _-t < 0.028__,
the product pFc can be replaced by Pt with an error of less than
0.5 percent in velocity. Experimental velocity gradients were estab-
lished graphically.
Heat-transfer models.- The heat-transfer data for the models were
evaluated by means of the calorimeter technLque. The heat entering the
front face of the model was equated to the _eat stored in the model by
assuming that lateral conduction_ the temperature difference across the
skin, and radiation are negligible. For such a case, the heat balance
for a thin, axially symmetric shell of arbitrary profile and constant
thickness is
PwCw T dTh - T_ _ _ dt
where the radius of curvature r is negatize for convex bodies. The
terms in parentheses in equation (2) are sinply geometric corrections
accounting for the difference in surface ar_a of the inner and outer
surfaces. For a hemisphere,
cos 5 i
Y Rh
Hence, by neglecting the square of T/Rh, tue heat-transfer coefficient
in equation (2) can be written for the hemisphere as
PwCwT dT(l _)h -Tr-_d t -_
(3)
since the thickness is small compared with she radius. For the flat
disk, the heat-transfer coefficient in equation (2) becomes
h - PwCwT dT (4)
Tr - T dt
In order to evaluate the limitations o_ the data imposed by equa-
tions (2) to (4), the effects of the approximations must be considered.
Computed lateral conduction and radiation l_sses were completely neg-
ligible inasmuch as the model was essentially isothermal at wall tempera-
tures of about 150 ° F or less. In order to evaluate the effect of the
temperature difference across the skin resulting from the finite thermal
conductivity of the skin_ the response of a thermocouple located on the
inner skin surface to a heating rate proportional to the difference in
recovery temperature and outer skin temperature was computed from a
ii
solution of the one-d_nensional, unsteady, heat-flow equation. (See
ref. 14.) From this calculation, the output of the inner surface thermo-
couple was comparedwith the true heat-transfer coefficient given as a
boundary condition. A correction factor directly applicable to the data
was determined. This correction factor amountedto an increase in h
as given by equations (2) to (4) by as muchas 8 percent at maximumand
was applied to the 0.060 models. In general, the increase was much less.
The correction amountedto less than 4 percent for the 0.030 models and
was not applied because of the previously discussed limitation on the
O.030-model data. This general problem of the effects of finite thermal
conductivity and fill material on composite one-dimensional slabs has
been recently treated in reference 15.
No attempt was madeto measure the recovery temperature because for
blunt-nosed models the recovery temperature does not deviate much from
the stagnation temperature. Furthermore, if the models were to remain
in the flow sufficiently long to establish recovery temperatures, pitting
due to fine-particle impacts on the surface would roughen the models,
cause transition, and invariably result in turbulent-flow recovery tem-
peratures. Hence, the recovery temperatures were computedbased on
either the square root or cube root of the Prandtl number (by using local
conditions outside the boundary layer) with the choice depending on
whether the data were laminar or turbulent. In all cases, the actual
choice is indicated in tables III and IV. For extreme cases, as indi-
cated in tables III and IV, the results, in general, are little affected
by the choice used in establishing the recovery factor.
RESULTSANDDISCUSSION
Pressure Models
Pressure distributions.- Representative pressure distributions are
summarized in figure 4 and table I where the local pressure (expressed
as a fraction of stagnation-point pressure) is presented as a function
of nondimensional arc length. Also shown in figure 4 are calculations
for modified Newtonian theory and modified Newtonian theory plus centrif-
ugal forces. (See ref. 16.) In applying modified Newtonian theory in
which
Cp
= sin25
Cp,t
the difference between pressure and pressure coefficient has been
retained so that in figure 4
P _ sin25 + P__ cos25
Pt Pt
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For the flat-nosed model, Newtonian flow is trivial and yields
stagnation-point pressure across the nose. For this body, the approxi-
mate theoretical estimate given in figure 5 of reference 17 is presented.
For the hemispherical-nosed model, the comparison of experiment with
Newtonian theory shows excellent agreement. This type of agreement is
characteristic of nearly hemispherical bodies. (See ref. i.) In fact,
for the hemisphere, previous tests (refs. i_ to 23) have indicated similar
agreement over a wide Machnumberrange fr_n below 3 to about 8 for a wide
Reynolds numberrange. Those small deviations that do exist over the Mach
numberand Reynolds numberrange tend to indicate that the data are
slightly low with respect to theory.
For the blunter Cn bodies, the disagreement becomesvery evident.
Unfortunately, more exact calculations madeby the methods of references 2
and 3 are not available for these cases whe_TeNewtonian theory is found
lacking. In figure 4, the data are seen to be bracketed by the Newtonian
theory both with and without centrifugal fo_'ces. It is of limited inter-
est to note that, if the maximumvalue of the centrifugal correction is
restricted to that value occurring at a pressure ratio of about 0.9(empirical curve), rather good agreement is obtained with these data.
The pressure on the flat-nosed model (fig. 4) is in close agreement
with similar results obtained at M = 4.76 and reported in reference 24.
In addition, the results are consistent wit]1 the calculations of refer-
ence 17 for the range shown. However, quantitative limitations on the
numerical calculations (as pointed out in r_f. 17), together with the
rather compressedscale for the flat-nosed ]_ressures (fig. 4), limit
the significance of the comparison.
In an attempt to assess overall limita:,ions on the measurementof
blunt-body pressure distributions and, consc_quently, velocity distribu-
tions (see eq. (I)), a muchmore detailed program was undertaken to
study the flat-nosed model. The results arc presented in figure 5 in
which the changes in pressure from the staglation-point value have been
amplified by a factor of _0 from those in figure 4. These measurements,
madeby using the butyl phthalate manometera have been presented for
the following conditions:
(i) Model located on Jet center line with orifices in a vertical
plane both above (up) and below (down) the _et center llne (fig. 5(a))
(2) Model located i inch from the Jet center line with orifices
in a vertical plane both above and below th_ Jet center llne (fig. 5(b))
a
It is significant to note that, at a _tagnation pressure of
1,500 Ib/sq in., the stagnation-point presst_e is 94 ib/sq in. and the
maximum pressure difference for the data shcwn in figure 5 is only
2.2 ib/sq in.
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(3) A calibration of the jet with total-pressure tubes located to
correspond exactly with the orlfice-up condition of figure 5(a) (fig. 5(c))
Ideally, the flat-nosed-model pressure data shown for the four dif-
ferent sets of orifice locations in figures 5(a) and 5(b) should be iden-
tical. Actually, the spread is not very large, and the choice of a mean
value of each set of data would bring all the data into good agreement.
For all subsequent calculations, the orifice-up configuration with the
model located i inch from the jet center line (fig. 5(b)) will be treated
as the proper flat-nosed-model distribution because this distribution
varies least with pressure and because it would be an excellent mean of
all other data. However, the extreme curves of figure 5 correspond to a
spread of about 20 percent in stagnation-point velocity gradient, a sub-
ject which will be considered subsequently in more detail. Though the
free-stream variations in the jet are small (fig. _(c)), they are of the
same magnitude as the body induced pressure field. For such a condition,
which is unusual in model testing, it becomes exceedingly difficult to
assess the accuracy of the results.
Velocity and velocity _radients.- One of the prime purposes in meas-
uring the pressures on blunt bodies is to establish the velocity and
velocity gradients for heat-transfer calculations. The velocities cal-
culated from the pressure measurements of figures 4 and 5 are presented
in figures 6 and 7, respectively. In these plots, distances have been
nondimensionallzed in terms of the model base radius and velocities have
Pt_ P_)been nondimensionalized in terms of 1.4 D_ - . For an ideal gas
b
and a Mach number reasonably high for P_/Pt to be negligible, this
parameter is the stagnation speed of sound. The reasons for the choice
of this nondimensionalizing velocity are discussed in appendix B. Of
Vri  tcourse, the distinction between the stagnation speed of sound and _tt
has meaning only when results such as these are applied to conditions in
which real-gas effects exist. Then, as pointed out in appendix B, the
use of the real-gas speed of sound at the stagnation point, a common
procedure, would result in the underestimation of the velocity gradient
maximum of 13 percent from that predicted by using _.4 P__tby a a
Pt'
parameter which can be justified by Newtonian considerations.
A comparison of the experimental and Newtonian theoretical velocity
distributions for all shapes except the flat (for which no theory is pre-
sented) shows, in general, good agreement. For the hemisphere, the agree-
ment is excellent as indicated previously in figure 4 for the pressures.
bFor M = 5.0, the value of P_/Pt is 0.031 for an ideal gas.
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For the other models, the theory tends to be low. The detailed velocity
distributions for the flat-nosed model (fig. 7) reflect the effects of
model location and jet stagnation pressure which were previously shown
for the pressure distributions in figure _J •
The velocity-gradient curves for the Cn bodies and the hemisphere
are compared with Newtonian theory in figure 6. A comparison of Newtonian
theory with the flat-nose results is trivial since Newtonian theory pre-
dicts zero gradient for zero curvature. Again the results for the hemi-
sphere indicate excellent agreement with theory up to a value of s/R of
at least 0.9 at which point the theory overestimates the data. For the
Cn bodies the agreement is very good except in the immediate vicinity of
the stagnation point where the curvature is exceedingly small and Newtonian
theory fails. In each case for the Cn todies the location where the
theory markedly diverges from the experiment corresponds to a local radius
of curvature that is roughly twice that of the model base radius.
For the flat-nosed model, the representative data of figure 6 and the
detailed data of figure 7 indicate a constant velocity gradient from the
stagnation point to a value of s/R of atout 0.5. The best estimate of
this velocity-gradient parameter on the bssis of these data is given by
R du _ 0.375
11"4 Pt(Ip-_ - _tP_)ds
As previously pointed out, however, a maximum spread of 20 percent
(±I0 percent) exists in the extreme measuxed values, a spread which is
believed to be associated with jet conditions. A comparison of the
value 0.375 with the data at M = 2.01 ard M = 4.76 on a flat nose
in reference 24 (data in which there are spparently accuracy problems,
also) indicates that the present value agrees with the average of the
results obtained at M = 2.01 and M = 4.76. The scatter of the three
values of the velocity gradient with Mach number, however_ again points
out the limitations on experimental velocity determinations on blunt-
nosed bodies. If a Newtonian type of flo_ were to exist, all three
velocity-gradient measurements should be the same because the parameter
compared is independent of Mach number. (See appendix B.)
In order to assess the "effective" velocity method of establishing
the velocity gradients on very blunt bodies (ref. 25), the incompressible-
flow stagnation-point velocity gradients for the hemisphere and flat nose
(ref. 26 c) are shown in figure 6. These values have been computed by
CThe flat-nose velocity gradient was derived from the planetary
ellipsoid solution given in reference 26.
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assuming that free-stream velocity corresponds to the velocity behind
the model bow shock. Since Newtonian theory predicts the flow in the
vicinity of the hemisphere stagnation point so well, an effective veloc-
ity correction is obtained for the hemisphere from the ratio of the
Newtonian gradient to the incompressible-flow gradient. This effective
velocity correction is then assumed to apply to the incompressible flow
about other blunt bodies. As can be seen from figure 6, such a procedure
overestimates the flat-nosed-model velocity gradient by more than
25 percent.
The ratio of the stagnation-point velocity gradient of the flat-nosed
model to that of the hemispherical-nosed model is 0.31; thus, the corre-
sponding ratio of heat-transfer coefficients would be anticipated to be
0.56 based on la_linar-flow theory.
The problem of estimating the velocity gradients in the vicinity
of stagnation points of very blunt bodies, such as the Cn bodies, still
remains a subject for further study. A lower limit can be obtained by
superposing the experimental flat-nosed-model distribution on the calcu-
lated Newtonian distribution for the shape being considered. The higher
value of the two curves will give a lower limit to the velocity gradient
in the region of the stagnation point; the estimate should improve with
distance from the stagnation point. A further improvement in estimating
the stagnation-point velocity gradient can be made by using stagnation-
point correlation procedures such as those presented in reference 24.
Heat-Transfer Models
The heat-transfer data for the 0.030 and 0.060 models are presented
in figures 8 and 9, respectively, and in tables III and IV_ respectively.
For the 0.060 models, both heat-transfer coefficient and NNul N_Re are
presented_ for the 0.030 models, only heat-transfer coefficients are
presented because the significance of the laminar correlating parame-
ter NNuIIN_-RRe becomes questionable because of heat flow into the fill
material.
Hemisphere model.- The most significant result of these tests was
the attainment of laminar flow over the complete hemisphere (figs. 8
and 9(a)) at the highest possible test Reynolds number. For the
0.030 hemisphere (fig. 8), this result occurred at a Reynolds number of
12.9 x 106 based on body diameter or a unit Reynolds number of
77.4 x 106 per foot. For the 0.060 hemisphere (fig. 9(a); test 56),
this result occurred at Reynolds numbers of 12.1 x 106 based on body
diameter and 72.6 X 106 per foot. Proof of the existence of laminar
flow is more clearly evident in figure 9(a) where data are shown for
successive tests. The first test at 2,500 ib/sq in. (see circular-
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shaped symbols) is, with the exception of one data point, completely
below the laminar-flow theory of reference 19. Reference 19 has been
used in preference to reference 6 for these tests because deviations
from ideal-gas values are small in the range of the present tests. The
theory has been computed by using experimental pressures; however, in
view of the previously established agreement between experimental and
theoretical pressures, the theoretical curve would be little affected
by the use of Newtonlan pressures. The data are conslderablybelow that
of the theory (ref. 19) by about 15 percent at the stagnation point
for tests 56 and 57. Uncertainty in the determination of the skin thick-
ness can account for 5 percent of this discrepancy at most. The use of
a Sutherland viscosity variation (ref. 27), in place of the linear varia-
tion used in reference 19, has only a slight effect on the theoretical
stagnation-point heat-transfer value. Though the discrepancies in some
cases are very large, it is reasonably clear that the flow is laminar
for test 56. This can be further substantiated by considering the solid
circular-shaped symbol !_ = 1.05; fig. 9(a))which was obtained 0.7 second
after obtaining the oth data presented for this test. The solid sym-
bol denotes a discontinuous change in the galvanometer record which indi-
cates the occurrence of transition which was caused by impacts of parti-
cles in the airstream with the model surface. At subsequent times during
this same test, other thermocouples also indicated considerably higher
heat-transfer rates. At the conclusion of the test the model surface
was found to contain discrete pits from 0.002 to 0.003 inch in diameter.
The model was then retested without polishing (test 57; square-shaped
symbols). The effects of the surface roughness are apparent; transition
occurred at a value of s/R of approximately 0.35. In the next test
(test 58_ diamond-shaped symbols), which _as made without model polishing
and at a reduced stagnation pressure, trazsition shifted rearward to a
value of s/R of approximately 1.0.
The heat-transfer data have been compared with the method of Dennison
for a Prandtl number of 0.7 and 1.0. Conclusions drawn from this compari-
son must be related to the transition-point location, inasmuch as the
method of Dennison assumes a fully turbulent flow starting from the stag-
nation point. By using the curve with a _randtl number of 0.7 as a
standard, the data agree in magnitude with the calculations but are
shifted to higher values of s/R. If transition had occurred more for-
ward on the body, the agreement would probably be very good. The fact
that the data point indicated by the solid symbol from test 56 is con-
siderably lower than the corresponding data point from test 57 is
attributed to transition occurring more rearward initially. For a
stagnation pressure of 1,000 ib/sq in. (test 58), Dennison's method
would be considerably in error because of the rearward location of tran-
sition. The data for the 0.030 hemisphere (fig. 8), subject to the
previously discussed restrictions, are compatible with the laminar heat-
transfer data for the 0.060 hemisphere.
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The extremely high Reynolds number of 12.9 x 106 for transition-
free flow on a hemisphere is one of the highest observed to date. If
the surface-finish scratches from i0 to 20 microinches coupled with the
extremely thin boundary layer associated with the unit Reynolds number
of 77-4 X 106 are considered, this result (obtained in a blowdown jet)
is even more surprising. The establishment of the existence of laminar
flow for such an extreme Reynolds number condition was possible only
because the heat-transfer data could be obtained almost immediately
upon exposure of the model to the airstream and prior to transition
caused by particle impacts on the model surface.
Cn models.- The heat-transfer data for the Cn models (fig. 8)
indicate such close similarity between C3 = 0.597 and C4 = 0.586 for
stagnation conditions of 1,000 ib/sq in. and 400 ° F that no further tests
were conducted for C3 = 0.597. Rather complete data, however, were
obtained and are presented for C4 = 0.586. For orientation purposes in
a plot of this sort_ the heat-transfer coefficient would be expected to
vary as the square root of the stagnation pressure and approximately as
the fourth root of the stagnation temperature according to laminar-flow
theory. From the shape of the curves the three lower curves for
C4 = 0.586 apparently correspond to laminar flow over the complete
body_ the two upper curves indicate transition beginning in the vicinity
of a value of s/R of 0.4. It is possible only to speculate as to the
relative importance of roughness in causing transition on this model;
however, in this speculation the following information should be noted.
The C4 = 0.586 model was polished between tests but the particle-impact
problem was considerably more severe for the stagnation condition at
700 ° F than for the stagnation condition at 400 ° F. Hence, though tran-
sition is indicated only for the two highest Reynolds numbers in non-
consecutive tests, it is not unlikely that transition is caused by rough-
ness. Such an occurrence is possible because, for the lower Reynolds
number (7.9 x 106 ) and thicker boundary layer, the stagnation temperature
was 700 ° F and, therefore, pitting was a more severe problem. For the
higher Reynolds number (12.9 x 106), the boundary layer was thinner and,
consequently, was more susceptible to the presence of a given amount of
roughness.
Flat-nosed models.- The data for the 0.060 flat-nosed model (fig. 9)
indicate early transition for all three tests, d The proof of the exist-
ence of turbulent flow stems from a comparison of these data with both
laminar- and turbulent-flow calculations or from a comparison of these
data with the turbulent-flow curve for C4 = 0.586 at the highest
dlf transition were caused by roughness during the first test, its
occurrence during subsequent tests is not very significant inasmuch as
there was no polishing between tests.
Reynolds number. If allowance is madefor the lower heating level of
C_ = 0.586, the data show consistent trends up to a value of s/R of
at least 0.8. A comparison of the flat-nosed-model data with theory
indicates that the data are considerably abo_e the laminar curve and
are in reasonable agreement with Dennlson's _ethod for a Prandtl number
of 0.7 rearward of the stagnation region. This agreementwith turbulent-
flow theory is enhancedby a somewhatfortuitous location of the transi-
tion point. Of course_ from the general shapes of the laminar and tur-
bulent heating curves, the location of transition would not be as critical
in affecting the accuracy of the turbulent-flow estimate for the flat-
nosed model as for the hemispherical-nosed model.
At 2,500 ib/sq in. the data obtained on the 0.030 model are com-
patible with that on the 0.060 model, though in all cases the heat transfer
at the stagnation point of the 0.030 model is low. Laminar flow, as evi-
dencedby the essential constancy of the heat-transfer coefficient up to
a value of s/R of 0.75, was obtained on the flat-nosed model (fig. 8)
during only one test (see square-shaped symbols) at a Reynolds number of
7.7 x lO6.
The stagnation-point heat-transfer data (fig. 9) are approximately
i0 percent greater than theoretical values. Although this increase is
probably an accuracy limitation on the heat-_.ransfer data, it should be
noted that, if the effects of roughness on the laminar heat transfer to
a stagnation point reported in reference 22 _:anbe extrapolated to the
present tests, the surface finish from i0 to 20 microinches would be
enough to account for the lO-percent increas_. Of course_ it is easily
argued that such an increase was not manifes-,ed for the hemisphere.
Comparison of hemispherical- and flat-nc_sed models.- The measured
velocity gradients at the stagnation points :ndicate_ according to
laminar-boundary-layer theory, that the rati,_ of stagnation-point heat-
transfer of the flat nose to that of the heml.spherical nose is 0.56.
Experimentally, the measured ratio is about _).7. The discrepancy between
the two numbers is a cumulative effect (fig. 9)_ the value of the hemi-
sphere is less than that of the theory and t]_e value of the flat-nosed
model is higher than that of the theory. On the basis of the relative
difficulties and precision limits for these )articular tests, the
ratio 0.56 is considered more reliable.
As regards the transition problem, it w_s repeatedly possible to
obtain completely laminar flow to the highes_ possible test Reynolds
numbers for the hemisphere. It was never possible to obtain completely
laminar flow on the flat-nosed model for simLlar conditions. The sig-
nificance of this phenomenon is obscured by _he observation that the
effects of particle impacts on the surface i:_ causing roughness were
more pronounced on the flat-nosed model.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS
Measurements of the local heat transfer and pressure distribution
have been made on six 2-1nch-diameter, blunt, axially symmetric bodies
in the l_ngley gas dynamics laboratory at a Mach number of 4.95 and at
Reynolds numbers per foot up to 81 x lO6. During the investigation
laminar flow was observed over a hemispherlcal-nosed body having a sur-
face finish from lO to 20 microlnches at the highest test Reynolds num-
ber per foot (for this configuration) of 77.4 x 106. However, surface
roughness caused by small particles in the airstream quickly established
transition forward on the hemisphere. Though it was repeatedly possible
to measure completely laminar flow up to the highest possible test
Reynolds number for the hemisphere, it was not possible to observe com-
pletely laminar flow on the flat-nosed body for similar conditions. The
significance of this phenomenon is obscured by the observation that the
effects of particle impacts on the surface in causing roughness were
more pronounced on the flat-nosed model. The determination of the exist-
ence of turbulent flow on the flat-nosed model was more difficult than
on the hemispherical-nosed model because the change in heating level as
a result of transition is not as pronounced. For engineering purposes,
a method developed by M. Richard Dennison while employed by Lockheed
Aircraft Corporation appears to be a reasonable procedure for estimating
turbulent heat transfer provided transition occurs at a forward location
on the body. For rearward-transition locations, the method is much
poorer for the hemisphere than for the flat-nosed model.
The pressures measured on the hemisphere agreed very well with
modified Newtonian theory, whereas the pressures on all other bodies,
except on the flat-nosed body, were bracketed by modified Newtonian
theory both with and without centrifugal forces. For the hemisphere,
the stagnation-point velocity gradient agreed very well with Newtonian
theory. The stagnation-point velocity gradient for the flat-nosed model
was 0.31 of the value for the hemispherical-nosed model. If a Newtonian
type of flow is assumed, the ratio 0.31 will be independent of Mach num-
ber and real-gas effects.
Langley Research Center,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,
Langley Field, Va., October i, 1958.
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APPENDIXA
DERIVATIONOF SHAPEOFBLUNT-NOSEDBODYHAVING
A PRESCRIBEDPRESSUREDISTRIBUTION
If the pressure distribution along a body is specified as
=-?- 1 - C (AI)Pt n
where Cn and n are arbitrary constants, the shape of the body can
be established if the aerodynamic relationship between the pressure and
body shape is known. If it is assumed that the external flow field as
given by modified Newtonian flow is
Cp : sin% (A2)
Cp, t
equations (A1) and (A2) can be combined with the geometric relation
dx
cos 5 -
ds
to obtain the distance along the surface as i function of x. Thus,
a
where
R
2
n+ 2 2 An(_) n+-/_
i
n n+2
2 n-'Tg(_i -
(A3)
The equation for the body shape is obtained oy differentiating s(x)
as given by equation (A3) with respect to x, and then by replacing the
differential arc length by Cartesian differentials. In integral form
the equation of the body shape is
aThough Cn is an arbitrary constant aad it is unnecessary to
retain the term P_/Pt in the definition of An, it was retained in
the bodies derived for this investigation.
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2n
n+2 1/2
Y _ n + 2 An An2 dz (A4)g 2n n -__I
n
z
For n > 2, closed integration of equation (A4) was not possible.
However, since 0 < z < i, the integrand can be expanded into a series.
= 2 =
An
Integrating this series termwise yields the body shape as
AT( ) AT( )
n+2 n+2
Yn _ n + 2 n+2 i i x i i x
R 2 An(R) 2(n + i) 812n + i)
6n ]
n+2
16(3n + i)
(A5)
Equation (AS) was used to compute the body shapes. The rapidity of con-
vergence of the solution was established by comparing the coordinates
given by equation (A5) with the exact coordinates computed for n = 2
from
+_+
R - A 2 i -i/ 2x (- __ sin-lz _- _)
(A6)
The maximum difference between values of Y2/R as computed from equa-
tions (A5) and (A6) was less than i percent when the maximum value of
x/A22R was used for A 2 = 1.0. For n > 2_ the convergence of the
series in equation (AS) would be more rapid. In addition, the pressure
distributions computed by differentiating equation (A5) were compared
with the design requirements given in equation (AI). The differences
for the range of variables compared in figure 4 were hardly noticeable.
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APPENDIXB
APPLICATIONOFIDEAL-GASVELOCITYMEAS_NTS
TOREAL-GASHEAT-TRANSFEPCAIDUIATIONS
In order to compute the real-gas heet transfer at a stagnation
point (ref. 5), evaluation of the real-gss stagnatlon-point velocity
gradient is necessary, a Unfortunately, no real-gas measurementsof the
velocity gradient have been attempted because of the experimental com-
plexities of this problem. Instead, theory or ideal-gas measurements
(such as those of the present investigation) have been used. Whena
theory such as the modified Newtonian theory is used, the computations
are straightforward. (For example, see zef. 5.) However, when experi-
mental results or perhaps ideal-gas calculations (refs. 2 and 3) must
be used, a question arises as to the pro_er method for extrapolating
ideal-gas velocity measurementsfor real-gas application. Onepossible
meansfor this extrapolation would be to use Newtonian theory as a guide
for the determination of suitable nondimensionalizing parameters; for
example, by using Newtonian theory the velocity gradient at the stag-
nation point is given by
du _ II2Pt P_
ds rlP t (1-_t_) (BI)
or by
R R 2
du _ _ i_.24
• Pt - _'_
(B2)
The form of the nondlmensionalized v_locity gradient on the left
side of equation (B2) is used throughout the report. Essentially the
same parameter, aside from arbitrary constants, is used in reference 24.
(The right-hand side of eq. (B2) is assumed to be given by experiment
or by an ideal-gas theory.) The velocity gradient has been nondimension-
alized in terms of the base radius of the model, rather than in terms of
the radius of curvature at the stagnation point, to simplify application
to a body with zero curvature. The constant 1.4 has been introduced
arbitrarily to make the nondimensionalizi_g velocity equal to the
aln this discussion the velocity gralient at the stagnation point
will be used as an illustration; the results generalize to other velocity
parameters.
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stagnation-point speed of sound for an ideal gas at high Mach numbers
with P_/Pt being negligible . The quantity D_ is not the
stagnation-point speed of sound for air at high temperatures, though it
is a fair approximation. For air at high temperatures the speed of sound
is given by
2 Pt f
at - 0t
where the function f, according to reference 28, is in the range
i.i _ f _ 1.4 for temperatures up to ii,000 ° K and pressures ranging
from 10 -4 to 102 atmospheres. Hence,
Pt
1 < _t<_ 1.13
- at -
From this limiting relationship, it is established that using the real-
gas stagnation-point speed of sound would underestimate the velocity
gradient by a maximum of 13 percent from that predicted by using the
quantity _tt for high Mach numbers.
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TABLe: I•- E]G_L_gL_TAL £_ESSt_E RATIOS P/Pt F0_ THE SIX _12/_ BODIES
(a) Mcdel wDh C 4 = 0.5h6
I = 3.3 × ]O bNRe, D
1.0
.2}0 .9& _
•_* 0 •9 S'!5
i_ 9,°
• 799
•87 z.
Valaeu of P/Pt at -
_t i f2 o _b'_p_, 2L7, Lb_qi ....
T t _ = 575 ° F; T_ _. = 370 F;
NRe,D = ,5.O x LO h RRe,D = L5.2 × kO 6
i .0 i .O
• 99[ .991
•970 .907
.887 .87'?
.812 .801
.681 .671
(b) Model with C_ = 0.586
,%7 ._7 I ._5 ._
[ .85] '. ,582 •996 .59S
(c) Model with C 5 = 0.5t,6
[
? t _, = Y{O ° ?'; Tt _ = 57 ° F; : T t ., = _7_ O Y; T t . _ 570 ° F; It _ _ _8_ O F; i Wt, . = _81 O F;
L0 & 1065.3 8.0 i0 _ 106 106 106
N_e,[ _ = x __N_e,D = x __N_e,D = 15.3 x N_e,D_ = _,5 x --N_e_D = 7._ x NRe,D = 15.0 x
O.lai i .0 i.0 i .0 t .0 i .0 i .0
._O i. 006 •997 •992 .998 •_97
• 28! .9_ • 989 • 988 .982 .987 •987
.425 .9!,1 ._( .964 ,995 ,9_2 .966
• b_ . M)9, .92.4 .921 ,913 . _2Z .92_
•7o01 • &c .8_ 8 .8_ 9 . _2 •< • 85;-
i..84_J .Tt, L .760 •75_ i •7_6 ]586_°_ J •755
_,i_ .5*t .';96 •981 i .980 •581 j
(d) Model with C} = O.t:){ (e) Hemispherical-nosed model
[ ........ /yt ,_t - .... _ l Val .... f p/pt ar-
T L _ = 575 ° F; / Tt _ = _80° F; T t ,, =, 375 ° F; I Tt " = 376° F; T t _ = 379 ° F; I Tt _ = 380° F;
_ ==,, x 10_ "_e_ =,,9 xio0 _e D=i_ixio6 / RRe D = 3•2 x iO 6 R_e O = 8•0 x 106 i NR'e D = 15•0 x iO 6
O l,O { I.O i .0 _O i .O I .O i .0
• 2,9 98_ / 969 .9& .i74 .969 , .972 .971
._','0 .9o8 .9t8 .91_ I ._9 .8-,,a .St_ .891 ]
• 70> .7_9 . > 9 744 I • 924 / .750 i .763 .764 i
823 .615 .629 62b i . 698 5_o I 5_ I 96
.940, ._60 .&77 ._6i! i ,960 .528 ._ ._%2
i 0_8 289 296 295i _ " J 7 . _ ___ i.222 .lea I .166 I .168 I
L_f_5 . :°1_ 1 29 i :c_? j
(f) Fl_t-nosed model a
....... i-- T Values of P/Pt at I
mlheae data for fiut-nc ed mud,el were obtained on pressure gage:.
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TABLE llI .- EXP_IMENTAL EEAT-TRANSF_R COF_FICIENTS h FOR 0.050 MODEL5 a
(a) Model with C 3 = 0.597
Val,_e_ of h, mu,.'(_q ft)(_o)(°F), at -PL,-- _I'015 [b's ....... t = 1,015 ib/sq in.
R I Tt, _ = 401 ° F; Tt =_ = 597 ° F;
o .o_8o o .o49o
.25b .0467 .046b
,470 .0_77 .C_&2
.705 ,0_71 .C_75
.825 .0.408 .0_4
,_o .0559 ,0_58
i .058 .05oo .o_86
.0286 , O256
(b) Model with C4 = 0.5_
Values of h, Btu/r(sq ft)(sec)(aF), at -
s "Pt _ = i'Ol5 ib/sq In.; Pt,_. = 1,515 ib_sq in.;[pt,_ = 2,550 Ib./sq in.; Pt,_ = I_515 ib/sq in.; Pt,_ = 2'5/_5 Ib/sq In.;
[ Tt,_ = 4(>40 F; , Tt :== 597 ° F; _ Tt, _ = 595 ° F; Tt _ = 706 ° F; Tt, _ = 715 ° F;
A NRe D = 9.l X 10°; NRe, D = 7.7 × 10°; NRe,D = 12.9 × 106; NR'e, D = 4.8 × 106; NRe,D = 7.9 × 106;tes[ h6 Lest h7 test 48 i test 92 test 55
0 ] 0.0422
,0422
.C_26
.0592
.0566
.0501
.0_66
.0225
0.0_67
.O4[#*
.0457
.Oa_9
.0426
i .0335
• o523
.0261
0,0552
b .o656
b .O763
b .0811
b .04_8
b .0724
b,e ,0:78
O.0550
.O529
.O>_O
.O_9
.0492
.0398
• o_0
.oso,k
o.o59_
.o6¢4
b .0715
b .0799
b .0891
b .0755
b .o777
b,fl .0607
(c) }_mlspherlcal-nosed model
Values of h, Bt%,'(sq ft)(sec)(°F), at -
i Pt,_ = 1 010 ib"sq In.; Pt _ = L'515 £b/sq In.;TPt _ = 2,525 ib/sq in.; Pt,_ = i,O15 lb/sq in.; Pt,_ = 1,015 ib/sq in.;
R Tt, _ : ,95° F; Tt _ = 4000 F; I Tt _ = _96° F;- Tt, _ = 400 ° F; Tt, _ = 692 ° F;
_Re,D b.i × 106; "_J D = 7.6 × 106; _ _ D = 12.9 K 106; /,IRe,D : 5.Z × 106; NRe,D : 3.Z × 106;
test ) test _2 , test 45 test _9 test 50
i
( _7 0.0%_O I 0.0681 0.0607 ......
.±_¢ .............................. [
"5_)I ---7 ..........................
.t,2_l .0,_50 .0500 .0652 .o456 0.0485
.69_1 .0529 .OAII . ,Ot O_ .O575 .0582
.'_Oi .02_0 .0177 .0257 .0202 .OH(_
!,222_ ,015_ .016_ .0208 .0158 .0170
i._651 .00_ ,0080 .0092 .0097 ,0105
(d) Fiat-nosed model e
I
[tes{ _4 _ test 5_ test 39 test _1 [ tes_ :*
( 0.029h 0.O_02 0.0290 0.0585 0.o&75
.2hOl .0565 .0[_2 .O592 .OA_O .O618
.'_0Ol .0385 .o59_ .0_2 ._75 .o688
• 75o1 .G*18 ,0788 .o5o5 .056& .o7_o
.87_,t .o5_ .o_5 .o55& .o557 .o8_o
.9061 .0526 .iOiO .0936 .0590 .0886
.958[ .O525 .0972 .094_ .0S44 .o81o
.9t91 .C_21 .0813 .Oh70 .0470 .0686
aAll values based on la/nlns_- recovery factor uniess othcrwlse speclfiqd.
bVaiues based on turbulent recovery factor.
CValues would be 11 percent hlgher if imm/nar recovery factor were used.
dValues would be 7 percent hlgher if _amin_r recovery factor were used.
eNo signlfic_nt difference i_ turbulent recovery factor used.
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TABLE IV•- EXPERIMENTAL HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS h FOR 0•060 MODEI_
(a) Hemispherical-nosed nodel
Values of h, Btu/(sq ft)(sec)(°F), at -
Pl _ = 2,475 ib/sq in.;Ip t _ = 2,490 ib/sq in•;Ipt _ = 1,025 Ib/sq in.;
I R ' LTt,_ = 417 ° F; Tt,_ = 413° F; Tt,_ = 4080 F;
I NRe,D = 12.1 x 106; NRe,D = 12.5 x i06; NRe,D = 5.1 x 106;
I test 57 test 58test 56
i
0
.174
.349
•524
•698
.873
1.o47
i._22
4
1.3961
i.571
1.047
O.0821
.0803
•0579
•0514
•0406
•c_16
.o394
.0131
.o105
a,b .0835
0.0913
.0823
a •0706
a .1516
a .1231
a .1254
a .0826
a .0462
a .0305
0•0614
.O579
•0514
.0405
.0334
•0320
.0423
•0223
.0i27
(b) Flat-nosed model a
Values of h, Btu/(sq ft)( (OF), at -
S
R
0
• i25
•250
.375
•500
•563
.625
.688
•750
•813
•875
Pt,_ = 2,475 ib/sq in.
Tt, _ = 431 ° F;
NRe,D = 11.8 X 106;
test 60
0.0656
•0638
.o802
•o8i5
•o856
.io88
•0944
,O98O
•i078
•1018
•1162
; Pt,_ = 2,455 ib/_ in.;
Tt, _ = 406 ° F;
NRe,D = 12•4 X 106;
test 61
o.06o7
•0607
.o69o
•o733
•o755
•0866
.0857
.0975
•1045
•i081
.1227
Pt,_ = 2,445 ib/sq in.;
Tt, _ = 395 ° F;
NRe,D = 12.7 × 106;
test 63
0 •0676
.0715
.0712
•0828
.o861
.0968
.1023
•i151
•1287
aValues based on turbulent recovery factor
bValue obtained 0.7 second after obtaining other data of test 56.
3l
C 3 =
x
0
,024
.047i
.071
.094
It8
141
r65
88
2r2
235
259
282
.306
,529
, 353
376
4O0
425
447
470
• 597
Y
j,
. .t53
464
545
606.
65,9
.704
, ,744
779
810
839
• 864
887
908
.926
.943
958
971
982
, 992
.000
C4
×
0
• <) 9
c, 38
0 5 7
.0 /6i
0 95
.:13
132
i 70
,89
2C) 8
227
.246
.265
284
5 C; 5
, },2
34 (:
.559
. 3£8
• 586
Y
_J
4 I?
5°4
. 598
656
703
744
779
8 I0
. 858
865
885
9C5
922
9}8
952
9 (5
q L
. 985
. 995
000
C 5
x
0
014
028i
.042
056
071
085
099
.I 13
127
.[41
• b55
:69
185
. 197
.212
,226
240
•254
268
282
: . 556
Y
0
422
.495
554
604
.648
,687
. 723
.755
• 786
813
84O
864
887
,908
.929
948
. 966
984
.000
x
0
01I
023
034
046
057
069
O8O
0 92
.103
It5
.126
138
149
161
172
184
195
.207
.218
230
C 4 : . 546
Y
0
.586
486
555
610
656
696
731
• 763
.791
818
, 842
864
.885
905
.923
.940
957
971
986
I 000
Hemi sphere Flat nose
Figure i.- Geometry of blunt-nosed models. All dimensions are in inches.
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(a) Hemispherical nose. (b) Flat nose.
Figure 9-- Comparison of experimental and theoretical heat transfer on
hemispherical- and flat-nosed models. T = 0.060 inch; Tt, _ = 400 ° F;
solid symbols indicate data obtained 0.7 second after obtaining other
data of same test.
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